SIGNIFICANT FINANCIAL SAVINGS
Over the past 5 years IDIS has proven time and again that it can return a significant
return on investment. With returns from single campaigns often returning over £700,000
the amount of money you can save your organisation is only limited by your own
imagination.
Whether you are running a single focus such as SPD verification, or short term/large
return campaigns like the New Homes Bonus scheme, iDIS has delivered significant
returns on investment across the UK. IDIS is now being used across 60+ organisations
ranging from individual LA’s to large regional hubs.

EASY CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT
There are a large number of campaigns built into IDIS that can be run at any time. These are
completed with just a few clicks of the mouse and the full results matched and returned
within 24 hrs. This means your team can target the savings almost immediately.

LINKS TO CREDIT AGENCY DATA
Form analysing campaigns our customers have worked on we have found that those
involving Credit Reference Agency data continually deliver the highest savings. These
campaigns include, SPD, Tenancy Verification, Propensity to Pay and New Homes Bonus.
Again the full credit report is returned in a very short time frame giving you all the data you
need to investigate any savings. Checks can be run individually to check specific cases or as
large batch files depending on your needs.

The top benefits of IDIS…
It’s easy to use and it makes
the authority money!
MORE THAN JUST RED, AMBER, GREEN
Our results grid uses the widely recognised Red, Amber, Green coding scheme to show high
risk cases quickly. INTEC also employ a unique risk score to each match so that officers can
easily identify the “Highest of the high risk” referrals. The two schemes combined mean that
you can focus your resources to the areas that matter.

DETAILED SUBJECT OVERVIEW
As previously stated even when a single file is used in a data match, the full intelligence hub
is still stored against each subject. That means whenever you access a record IDIS will give
you details of where that person, address or organisation appears in your hub and a
complete history of data matches they have been involved in.

UNLIMITED DATA SOURCES
There are no limits to the amount of data sources you can include within your IDIS solution.
If you can source reliable data from within your organisation then, you can import this into
your hub. If you can source external data such as companies house, or charity data then this
can also be used.
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